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ONE
A SKY OF RAGE AND THUNDER

I

t was at dusk that the electric sky was at its most effervescent, most spectacular and most
frightening. It was at this moment that it transformed into a scene reminiscent of the upper
atmosphere being ground away in an arcing fountain of crackling sparks that staggered and
coughed in darting sprints across the heavens, as if God was a smithy and the whole world
His anvil. Each searing spark, lance and flash was like a mayfly, there and gone, a lifetime
compressed into a single instance of energy and light, with just a fading afterimage to serve as
proof as to its existence.
The scene was playing out across the world in a permanent, frizzing, orbital cascade, as
if a slice of the heavens was falling in while the world spun through the celestial shower and
then back through it, again and again, like a child on a merry-go-round that sees, for a moment the faces of its adoring parents, before they are snatched away and the cycle is repeated.
This meant that the crackling display could only be viewed when the orbital trajectory of that
roaming scar of rippling, wounded, spitting, luminosity - that travelling show of light - was
skimming across an observable patch of sky. And then, only in that brief, reddening window
when the sky had transitioned from bleached sapphire to molten amber. A daytime sky was
too bright and washed the light away, and night allowed the light to hide amongst the noisy
stars. And so it was at sundown, and only then, when the charged, electric sky revealed itself
to those cowering down on the planet below. A bloody, gloaming sky was appropriate, then,
lending the spectacle a deep, emotional resonance in a way that a chirpier, crisper daytime
aura could not.
And this day was no different to any of those that had preceded it; not since the first day
that those blossoming, exploding lights had appeared and began their relentless march across
the heavens.
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As the day’s energetic photons drained from an azure sky, it began to take on the first blushes
of that ruddy malaise, redolent of rotting fruit. Decayed, dying. Naturally, the world would be
renewed with a reinvigorated sun to chase away the dark thoughts that hid out in the creeping
shadows; but for now - in this moment - the cycle of the world was that of a dying of the light,
fading to black, like cooling embers. And so before the appearance of the distracting, deceiving points of warm, creamy light - that would give depth to an obsidian night - an auburn sky
would briefly reign, so that fire and rage could burn, and be given voice through the crack of
distant, discordant whips of thunder, as if giants clashed beyond the craggy peaks of the
faraway, aubergine mountains.
Beneath that heavy, mournful sky were spread the deep and barely rippling waters of a
lagoon that by day were a crystal emerald, but took on a darker, more brooding countenance
as the dilated sun continued on its track towards the pitted, saw-blade horizon. And as the low
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sun turned autumnal, those darkening wavelets gave form to a sea of rippling tar. A pit of
snakes that curled and slithered and glistened in the waning light.
Surrounding the lagoon was a lumpy horseshoe of porous volcanic rock, bleached to a
light ochre that was both smooth to the eye whilst remaining coarse underfoot. Shadows leapt
forth to give life to the ragged shoreline, spreading like an ink stain in the failing light.
Set back from the lagoon was a low ridge-line made up of that same sandy, pumice
stone, rumpled like a fold in a bedspread, and formed no doubt, by rivers of lava that had once
oozed lazily towards the shore of an ancient sea, to be met there by great explosive geysers of
steam and ash. Set into that porous bank was a natural formation of caves where over time,
hair-thin fissures had weathered into crevices before finally being carved into the gaping
maws and narrowing gullets of a small but noteworthy network of caves and tunnels.
The openings to three clustered cave mouths were, however, different to the rest; they
were contained, lean-too style, behind large panes of seamless glass, each easily twice the
height of a tall man. Some aspects were designed to function as doors and openings, but otherwise a small but significant portion of the bank was subtly enclosed behind a wall of glass.
But even then, not ordinary glass, as this was non-reflective, energy-absorbent, light-sink tech,
which was noteworthy because full spectrum dampened skien-glass was so very hard to obtain. Whoever had built the glass wall, and the state-of-the-art facilities within, had gone to
particular trouble to source this rare and expensive material.
Connecting the lagoon and the bank - with its shielding shroud of nothingness - was a
path scratched out in the dry, gritty dirt. More beaten track than path, as it was barely noticeable to a casual glance. Midway along the path was a shallow pit, blackened and charred, and
next to that a loose pile of wood and kindling.
Not far from the fire-pit was seated a small boy, perhaps six or seven years old (they
develop so very fast at that age; so inquisitive and alert). He sat cross-legged in the dirt, his
face bent forward in concentration as, with a figurine in each hand, he pitched them against
each other in a brutal and repeated battle to the death. They were both in the uniform of the
Royal Guard; one a Knight-General, the other a Skirmish-Major. The latter was far better
armed, but the former was of higher rank, and so to the mind of the small boy, with dreams of
a life to be led heroically defeating the enemies of the Shoal in the Grand Duke’s personal
guard, they were evenly matched. The boy had a pale complexion, button features with a dappling of freckles and a riot of unruly haystack-hair that seemed in contrast to the russet, sunbaked surroundings. He wore a simple one-piece coverall, faded and stained with dirt in a way
that only a small boy could achieve, and take a perverse, grinning pride in. As the figurines
flew at each other from the ends of wildly flailing arms, so the boy added to the drama with
sound effects and running commentary.
‘Arggh! I have you now, General. You and your army of… of, super-baddies!’ said the
boy, in courageous-hero voice.
‘Swoooh! Ha! No you don’t! I have you. Ha, ha!’ said the boy, in evil-baddie voice.
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And on it went. And as the shadows lengthened and the air exhaled the first breaths of
the clammy chill to come, so the boy knew with a cold certainty that as the sun set, so he
would soon thereafter be required to do the same. As the bitter enemies continued their endless combat, his young mind turned to how he might delay the inevitability of the second most
hated thing in all the worlds: bedtime.
Elba had been keeping half an eye on the boy from within the cave complex. He’d been reading and apart from one, maybe two, brief naps - snapping back to panicked wakefulness each
time by the heavy, hardback-book thumping onto the timber-clad floor - he’d done a pretty
good job of it. Dillon was still playing near the pit and had followed the old man’s somber
instructions not to go near the water’s edge. All was well. But the sun was setting and an
earlier narrow-cast transmission had suggested that tonight would be, how best to put it more… lively, no… ferocious, yes, than any to date. Elba was keen to catch some of this
evening’s display; to see what he could discern from the patterns lurking amongst the mayhem. To pluck the facts from the turning, churning sky for himself, rather than rely on the
rock-barons and their propaganda-driven half-truths.
Elba closed the book with a dull thwump and placed it carefully on a low table by the
recliner. With an effort and some strained vocal accompaniment, he grabbed the armrests
tightly and eased himself slowly out of the low recliner. Joints cracked and muscles spasmed
in the raising of the old man to a standing, if slightly stooped position. Grabbing a cardigan
and a foldup chair, Elba opened the door and crunched his way slowly down the path towards
the fire-pit. The sun was low, just as he liked it. Like him, the day was entering its final phase.
After starting a small fire to ward off the mounting chill and while Dillon continued to
play off to one side (but in more muted terms, presumably so that Elba wouldn’t notice him),
the old man settled back to wait and see what secrets the flaming sky would give up before
the stars claimed them for their own.
After a brief spell getting settled and admiring the hazing, bloody sun (which seemed
apt) as it set, Elba began to decipher the patterns of lancing light, as they grew sharper, in contrast to the day’s ebbing essence. High above the small lagoon, and all the way down to the
hazy, torn horizon - giving Elba the impression of sitting in his own personal outdoor theatre
with a vast, under-lit movie screen spread before him - the dimming sky came alive with blossoming flares, showering sparks and stabbing parries of intense beams of light. Occasionally,
a spark or fountain, much like a meteorite shower, would rain against the upper atmosphere to
add to the drama as debris tumbled, flared and burned, leaving fiery contrails and black smoke
smeared across the tangerine sky. Some fragments, still hypersonic, would offer up one last
mighty reeling cry and a thunderclap would roll over the land, striking a primal fear into the
minds exposed to it. Dillon would flinch, even without knowing it, each time a peel of thunder crashed against the quiet, idyllic surrounds. The boy was getting better, Elba noted, at
managing his fears.
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Elba watched the electric sky intently, wanting to soak up every detail, every splash of
light, so that he could come to his own determination as to how the war for the moral soul of
humanity was progressing. His mind wandered as he took in the sights and sounds. He imagined the scene, as would be witnessed by those in low orbit, of the dogfights and skirmishes
taking place above and around them. Some citizens would still be aboard the low-orbit transfer hubs and orbital farms, but not many, and not for much longer. But in any case (they all
had their duty, even he) Elba imagined the sight unfolding through their wide, fearful eyes.
The heavy cruisers of the Fleet would have approached at scorching speed from the
planet’s umbra (its shadow cone) and with their light-sink skeins active, they would have been
hard to spot by the planet’s orbital sensor platforms. As the cruisers screamed in towards the
ruddy world, they would have opened up, broadside, with their railguns as they sped past.
And having punched a hole in the planet’s defence grid, they would have disgorged their
fighter-drones to swarm through the breach and take down the defences from within (the
softer underbelly).
Elba could imagine the lord-admirals standing around a planning holograph, conjuring
up the textbook plan while collectively patting themselves on the back. Textbook and predictable. But then, all the lord-admirals would have been expecting was the planet’s ageing defence grid. Standard fare. So it must have been a shock to those complacent admirals when a
flotilla of silent-running fast attack gunboats, moored out at the planet’s sunward Lagrangian
point, had powered up and slipped silently through the grid and straight into the path of the
swarming fighters.
And so with both forces deployed and engaged in orbit above the planet, Elba could
well imagine (reinforced by the riotous light display flashing across the darkening sky) the
intimate, dogged firefights taking place, almost balletically, between the Fleet’s sleek, delta-v
fighters and the planet’s heavier, elongated-ovoid gunboats. The skirmishes would be chaos,
as both sides fought to impose their interpretation of order on the mayhem. Directed energy
beams would strike out from one pinwheeling craft to hit another, causing it to burst apart in a
hail of sparks and plumes of crystallising gases. Walls of kinetic energy darts would rain
down on the unlucky as they barrel-rolled and then plunged to escape the inevitable, before
being peppered by the hypersonic projectiles, to again fizz, crumple and spin away, burning
up in the thick, fiery atmosphere. Meanwhile, super-accelerated particles fired from the cruisers’ railguns would punch through the heavy armour of the rapid-fire defence platforms, buckling them in a single shot and causing them to go dark and drop out of formation. And in
amongst all this, drones and boats would be seeking to flank one another, to gain the targeting
advantage before bringing their close-in guns to bear. Streams of projectiles - rat-a-tat-tat and stabs of heavy, white-hot, short-range lasers would cut the hunted down, as the victor
slammed through the blossoming debris field and on towards their next engagement. And so it
went; a cacophony of swirling dogfights between equally nimble craft, built for stealth and
manoeuvrability, while the heavy cruisers and defence platforms slugged it out, like tired old
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boxers in the twelfth round. All avidly watched and voraciously devoured by the planet below,
in equal measures of fear and fascination.
Elba took it all in with a seasoned eye. The drone-fighters were more numerous but only
lightly armed with cyclic energy weapons that spat quick, searing lances, while the gunboats
punched out heavier, but less frequent blasts of thick, blistering laser fire. The frequent jabs of
a rapier versus the hammering blows from a broadsword. Elba surmised that the heavy cruisers would take down the planet’s defence grid, but that it would be a battle of slow, bitter attrition, which would take time and cost the Fleet precious capital ships. Although, Elba noted,
that was all the grid was really there to do in any case: buy time. Pure defensive positions
never held out indefinitely. Too… defensive.
Of the hundreds of individual skirmishes taking place between pirouetting vessels, Elba
could not be so certain of the outcome. The Fleet had the numbers, but the firepower advantage lay with the planet’s defenders. In the end, Elba concluded that the Fleet would take the
day, but it would pay a price that would leave their lordships a little uncomfortable at how
close the call had come. A lesson that would be hard learned, although perhaps not as hard as
the lesson yet to come. Never begin an insurrection without really good plan, Elba thought, as
a smile creased the corners of his dry mouth.
By now dusk had receded, to be replaced by a smattering of stars - glinting like chaff which made following the orbital light-show all the more challenging. The fizzing splashes of
wave-lengthened, vanilla light still danced low in the darkening sky, but it was harder to see
and harder still to follow. Elba leaned forwards with a grumble and gave the fading fire a restorative poke before throwing on some more wood. Not much time had passed - less than an
hour, perhaps - but in that time, Dillon had moved, like a stealth cruiser, into Elba’s orbit, so
that he was now playing quietly at the side of the old man’s chair. Elba looked up once more
into the night sky. Over his right shoulder to the north, just becoming visible against the
prickled canopy of midnight blue, were the low-hanging, washed-out crescents of the three
other planets that made up the four dukedoms of the Shoal System.
Elba looked down at Dillon to see the boy staring back at him.
‘So,’ said Elba, with an affectionate smile, ‘why don’t you come sit here and impress
me with your knowledge of the worlds, eh, little one?’
‘Okay, Grampa,’ said Dillon, as he climbed deliberately to his feet and reached up with
arms outstretched in expectation. Elba shifted the chair before clasping the boy under the arms
and hefting him onto his lap, noting that it wouldn’t be much longer that he would be able to
achieve that simple feat.
‘Now, you see those three milky crescents, hanging like hammocks, low down in the
sky, just,’ Elba pointed and aligned Dillion’s mass of hair along his arm, ‘over there? D’you
see?’
‘Yes, Grampa. I can see them,’ said Dillon, before turning and giving Elba a bright,
enamelled smile.
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‘Well, those are the other planets of the Shoal. How about you describe each one in turn,
starting with this one,’ Elba raised his free leg and stamped his foot, ‘where we live.’
The boy smiled and took a deep breath. ‘Our home,’ he began, as if parroting some
classroom chant, ‘is called Paracel. It is an, um, ar-id world with very limited natural resources. It is ruled by the Duke of Paracel and is the tec-nol… tech-no-logical and industrial
heart of the Scarborough Shoal System.’ Dillon, turned again and smiled, but bigger this time.
More enamel. The boy appeared proud of himself. ‘That was an easy one,’ he added.
‘Well done, Dillon. I’m very impressed. Okay so, harder ones now. What about that
planet… there, yes, the one nearest to us. What can you tell me about that one?’
‘Hmm,’ said Dillon, as he pondered the enormity of the question. ‘That’s um… Spat,
no, Spratly. Spratly is small, like Paracel and mostly water with few bits of land. It is ruled by
the Duke of Spratly, because it’s still a planet, and she is also the Lord High Admiral of all the
Shoal because the Fleet is, um, lives there.’
‘Very well done, little one. That’s completely correct. The Fleet is based at Vanguard
Reef, which is a small belt of asteroids that are in orbit around the planet. I really am impressed.’
‘Thank you, Grampa. But you know stuff too.’
‘Ha, not enough, my boy, sadly not nearly enough. Now, how about that slightly bigger
one just there, hey?’
‘Um, Mc… Maci…’ Dillon turned with a look of fierce concentration on his face.
Elba took that to mean that a clue was required. ‘Maccls-’
‘Macclesfield!’ exclaimed Dillon, with a triumphant laugh.
‘Well done. And what do you know about Macclesfield?’
‘Well, Grampa,’ said Dillon, with a growing air of confidence. ‘It is a big world, like
Scarborough and veeery cold. It snows all the time and everyone has to wear a coat, even during the day. The Duke of Macclesfield is in charge and is also the, um, keeper of the, um
something, but I can’t remember.’ Dillon was a little crestfallen at his failure to recall the last
piece of information.
‘Keeper of the Privy Purse. Nearly got it,’ said Elba.
‘What’s it mean, Grampa?’
‘It means that the Duke of Macclesfield is in charge of all of Scarborough Shoal’s
money and finances. She manages it all on behalf of the Grand Duke, so that we - here, on
Paracel - can sell our technologies and in turn buy food from Scarborough, and the navy can
pay their crews, and all those things.’
‘Sounds a bit boring,’ said Dillon.
‘Ah, well that’s all too true, my boy. All too true. Now, you wanna do the last planet, the
small, faraway one, up… yes, there?’
‘Okay. It is the easiest, after all.’
‘After Paracel, of course,’ said Elba.
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‘Oh, yes. Anyway. Scarborough is big, like Macclesfield, but warm and sunny, but not
too hot, like here. It’s juuust right. It has a big, big city that’s the capital of all the worlds,
called, um, Sandy Cay, and that’s where the Grand Duke lives in a super-big palace with lots
of guards, called the Crystal Palace.’
‘And what do they do on Scarborough? said Elba.
‘They’re farmers. They make all the food.’
‘And what do we call them?’
Dillon giggled, ‘um, ed…eddie…’
‘Edenists, that’s right.’
‘Why do we call them that, Grampa?’
‘Well, it’s because they like to live differently to us. We have to rely on technology to
help us live here, because Paracel isn’t as… abundant as Scarborough. But over there they can
live very easy, pleasant and simple lives, where fruit just grows on trees and they don’t have
to worry about anything, like we do.’
‘Do they have a name for us?’
‘Ha, yes they do, indeed. They call us… the Disruption.’
‘Disruption.’ Dillon rolled the word around in his mouth, as if trying it for size. ‘What
does that mean?’
‘Well, it means that we want things to be a bit different. We want to share a little more
and use technology - technology that is currently against the law - to help us. Help everyone
in the Shoal, in fact.’
‘Like what things?’
‘Let me see… like health. We have a way to make people better if they’re very ill and to
let them live for a long, long time, which we think everyone should benefit from. But some
others, like even the old Grand Duke himself, don’t agree.’
‘Is that why he has sailed all his ships from Spratly? To come and stop us from making
people better?’ asked Dillon, now facing Elba, with a serious expression etched into his small,
round features.
‘Oh, you figured that out, did you?’ said Elba. Nothing gets past kids, he thought, with a
wheezy chuckle.
‘The lights in the sky and the scary thunder. They’re battles aren't they? Big space
battles.’
‘Yes, Dillon, they are, I’m afraid.’
‘I’m not afraid.’
‘Good for you, little one. And no reason that you should be. It’s just grown up stuff. It’ll
all be over soon.’
‘They always fight in space, don’t they Grampa? They’ll never come down here and
fight, will they?’
‘No they won’t, Dillon. So you’re perfectly safe here with me.’
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Dillon appeared to ponder the logic for a moment, before saying, ‘why, Grampa? Why
are all the battles up there in space and not down on the planets? Wouldn’t it be easier… on
the ground, I mean? So, like if you fell over, you could get back up again. Must be hard in
space. If you fell over.’
Elba looked intently at the boy, who stared back with equal and unflinching resolve. He
wondered what to tell Dillon and what to protect him from. The old man considered the poor
boy’s future for a moment and decided that a little history lesson couldn’t hurt. Plus, he could
never resist the chance to pass on an old kernel of wisdom when the opportunity presented.
And he did like to spin a good yarn.
‘Why battles are fought in space,’ the old man said, as if repeating the title of an academic paper, ‘comes from a long, long time ago.’
‘Even before you were born, Grampa?’
‘Ha! Yes, even before then. So long ago, in fact, that it was even before the Scattering
itself. So, before the Pathological Protagonist brought the exiles to the Shoal and before all
the world-dukes and the moon-earls and the rock-barons… Before we lost our way.’
Dillon stared at the old man, his expression perplexed. Elba had accidentally switched
to adult mode.
‘How about,’ said Elba, in grandfatherly voice once again, ‘I tell you the story of how
wars came to be fought high up in the orbits of worlds, and only there, as long as you promise
to go to bed straight after. No fuss. Agreed?’
Dillon grinned brightly, as if his own battle had been won and nodded vigorously.
Elba leaned forward, one arm around Dillon while the other threw the last of the wood
into the pit, causing the small cairn of embers to explode into a cloud of glowing ash.
‘Well,’ said Elba, after settling Dillon into a more comfortable position. ‘It all began, as
I say, a long, long time ago with three brothers, a small island on a far away planet of marbled
sapphire, and… the War of the Three Systems.’
As the last of the copper tones of the day finally gave way to a deep, lazulite night sky, the
fire-pit offered up a flickering orange light that danced about the wood, giving an ominous,
spectral air to the old man’s much embellished tale. He knew that the story of the War of the
Three Systems was not for a child’s innocent mind, and so he portrayed the telling in a way
that the boy would be able to appreciate and enjoy. But with a PG filter applied. As he spoke
the words, he acted out some scenes, to the giggling delight of the child, and narrated others
in mock horror-shock tones, which the boy took in with wide-eyed trepidation and glee. But
mainly, the old man laboured on the grizzly battles (without the grizzle), knowing how much
the boy loved a flamboyantly expressed story of bloody conflict (without the blood) and death
(with the death).
The old man danced, like a liquored fool, around the fire, as he described a primitive
tribe, who, he earnestly extolled, having daubed their faces with blue dirt, would then charge
stark-staring naked into battle, limbs akimbo, flaming hair thrashing about like an angry
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swarm of bees, giving form to their screaming tirade of Brythonic profanities. Then, of how
chivalric knights, stern and shorn in shiny metal, with axes swinging in great arcs, would hack
away at their foe from their mighty armoured steeds (the boy, having never set eyes on a
horse, let his imagination fill in the gaps), while fighting in muddy fields, and all for the prize
of a stinking, stone city that looked on with imperious nonchalance. And so it went, with the
old man acting out the brutality (without the brutality) of the old world to the delight of his
applauding ward. Naturally, when the story arrived at the War of the Three Systems, the old
man was again light on the detail, rounding off some of the sharper edges. Instead, he focused
on the fighting, with all the attendant blood-curdling gore (without the…). He mentioned the
three brothers, but only incidentally, knowing that the boy’s interest would not lie with them.
The old man knew well enough however, that it was the personal accounts of those infamous three brothers that had come to personify the contrary and unintended consequences
of that war. The war that had in turn led to strictures that still held to the present day. So while
the small boy lapped up the six year old version, the old man was reminded once again of the
truer tale - as seen through the eyes of those three brothers - of that most pivotal event in the
errant history of humankind. After all, the old man thought, there’s always a lesson to be
learned from history, if we just take the time to look.
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TWO
THE ANGLES
From space, the old world - the cradle of the species, both as a race and a condition - was a
blue ball of mottled white, scabbed in places with blotches of dusty beige and edged with
gangrenous verdigris. A rare - yes, not many Goldilocks worlds survived the wrenching, gravitational forces at play in the early, traumatic days of a solar nursery - but otherwise unremarkable planet. What was unique (to date) were the civilisations of humanity that had
evolved there; from a greyish gloop to choosing hats to striking out into interstellar space.
At an indeterminate point in the human history of that world, there existed a tribe of
irascible and mostly-permanently angry folk who called themselves, the Angles. These were
the blue-painted, red-haired, naked warriors of the old man’s colourful story, and they lived on
a small, damp but luscious green island in the northern hemisphere, and while not much was
known of their early blue-faced days, they did leave an indelible mark upon that world as, for
a time, they were its masters.
Having fought and defeated the other tribes of that little island, they spread out across
the globe, first as sailors and explorers, then as merchants and traders, before quietly and
without anyone much noticing, setting up webs of deep-rooted bureaucracies of such complexity, such gall, that they could not be disentangled once they had been established. Clever.
Then, to consolidate their position, they became the bankers to this new empire of trade,
backed up with some civilised wielding of gentlemen’s club politics. And when pulling on the
financial strings wasn’t motivation enough, the Angles returned to their martial ways and built
a great navy to rule the seas, the fairways for their trade. Next, their laws quietly took precedence and they governed with a renewed air of legitimacy, through legislation, as if it had always been this way and was, in any case, their absolute right to do so. As if it was not them
that ruled, but simply they that humbly enforced the rules (so long as they wrote them). But
the Angles were pragmatists and when their empire inevitably fell, as all do, they accepted
their fate with an equanimity that few would, and returned to their, now much warmer (thanks
to the pollution that the Angles themselves had industriously kickstarted) island, never to be
heard of again (save for once more). These flame-haired people had had their time in the sun
and while their legacy lived on, branded painfully deep into many of the societies of that
world, they were content, like elder statesman, to let others carry on the great works of the
day.
The Angles were worthy of further mention for two reasons. The first, was that running
through the genealogy of the Angles, like the finest thread, was a particular lineage. Not of
philosophers or kings, but an ordinary family tree amongst a forest of millions, except that
this one led to three brothers who had at the time of the war, all gone their separate ways.
This particular branch of an ancient Angle family, the Breton’s, to which these three
brothers - Cole, Petyr and Josh - belonged was again, not worthy of much note. Their father
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had been a charlatan. A get-rich-quick merchant who lived from scam-to-scam. His loose
morals also spread to his romantic affairs, so that two of the brothers, Cole and Petyr, shared
one mother, while Josh was the product of another. Despite this, and their father’s general lack
of paternal interest, they had been raised together as siblings in camaraderie as well as rivalry
(albeit by a subsequent wife/step-mother) and so were well acquainted by the time that each
of them had reached their majority and was then rather abruptly ejected from the nest.
The father died, leaving nothing to the brothers, who each ploughed their own furrow
through life in very different, while ultimately similar directions.
Cole, the eldest and apple of their father’s eye, as well as the recipient of a fine education, joined the naval service and quickly (old-school-tie connections) gained a commission,
rising swiftly to a command position aboard a redoubtable, capital ship.
Petyr, the middle son and therefore the child in receipt of the least attention, emigrated
to Mars; the land of strength-through-joy. Initially working as a labourer on land reclamation,
he also (less quickly, through hard graft and with no friends-in-high-places) rose to become a
port operations shift manager.
Josh, the youngest and most indulged, by both his father and his own over-compensating, alcoholic mother, became a con-artist and a dropout. After spending time in a narkocommune, he (with the willing assistance of friends-in-low-places) became a runner for a
gang. Quickly caught, and lacking the charisma of his father, he was sent to the penal colony
on Enceladus, where he was put to work mining fresh water.
- end of sample want to find out what happens next? you only have to ask: me@markjsuddaby.com
www.markjsuddaby.com/mail-me
www.markjsuddaby.com
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where he worked as a staff officer, preparing papers for senior officers and wishing that he was anywhere else in the universe.
Mark now lives in the West Country where he spends most of his time trying to get his Lotus to think that it’s a car and wondering what it would be like,
if…
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The War of the Three Systems
Book One of the Scarborough Shoal Sequence
When Dillon looked up into the fading sky and saw the lights there, he knew what
it meant. And, he knew that they would stay up there. It wasn’t that he was scared
or anything, after all, when he grew up he was going to join the Royal Guard and
fight the Shoal’s enemies in great heroic feats of courage and shouting. No, he
wasn’t scared but he was confused. Why? He wondered. Why up there and not
down here?
When his grampa appeared and began to build up the fire, the boy asked that
very question. The old man looked up at the raging sky and told the boy of a war.
A war fought long ago and far away, between three systems. A war that became
infamous through the accounts of three brothers, who had each found themselves
on opposing sides. A war of such incalculable horror that a declaration was made
that bound all to ensure that nothing like it be allowed to happen again.
Of course the real question - that the boy had asked but did not hear the answer to - was, why they were fighting at all.
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